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(i) Specif the domain of each of the following functions:

a) f (x) = #J b) f {x) - "dxr- s

(ii) a) Find f (xz + 1) if f (x) = ,fi * *
b)Findthecompositetunction g[h(x)jitg(u] =ltz +Zu* Landh(x) = l- x

(iii) A Bus company's revenue as a function of the number of passengers is given below.

(2400, if 0<x < 40)
R(r)={ eor-l.Sxz, if 40<r<80 }

l+or, if Bocr )
(iv) a) Sketch the graph of the function.

Use the graph to answer the following questions.

b) ls R(r) continuous?

c) Over what intervals is R(x) increasing?

d) Over what intervals is R(x) a linear function? quadratic function?

(20 Marks)

(i)

(ii)

Evaluate the following limits:

xz+2x-rsa) IlIIll 33 xr_, b) lim,-6 

=-

(iii)

finO ff for the functions given below

a) !=e*tn*' b)y= #
a) Given ex+t :JC!, use implicit differentiation to find ff . n*pr"rs your answer in

terms of r and y and simplifu.

b) if x = # uno y:#, SLowthat 2+!=0
dxy



3.

c) Find the fourth derivative ofthe fi.rnction T : x5 - Zxa * x3 - 3x2 * 5X -

d) If 2y' - Sxz = 3 fnd# in terms of x and y' Simplifi your answer'

(20 Ml

(1) suppose the demand q and price p for a certain commodity are related by the linear

q =, 240 - 2p.

a) Express the elasticity of dernand as a function of p'

b) Calculate the elasticity of demand when the price is 100' Interpret your answer'

c) At what price is the elasticity of demand equal to -l? what is the economic

significance of this Price?

suppose the total cost of manufacturing g units of a certain commodity is

c(q)=3q'+q+48'

a) At what level of production is the average cost per unit the smallest?

b) At what level of production is the average cost per unit equal to the marginal cost?

c) on the same set of axes, graph the average cost and marginal cost functions.

Given the demand function p = 8.25e-a'ozQ,determine the quantrty and price at v

revenue will be maximized. 
0l

4. (r) a) State both a necessary condition and a sufficient condition fot z = f (x'y) to havt

(1) A relative minimum

(iii) A saddle Point

(ii) A relative maximum

b) Find the rolative minima, relative maxima and saddle points in the following fund

.f(x, Y) 
:3x3 * !'SYz - LBxY * 17

a) A dairy produces whole milk and skim milk in quantities r and y gallcns' res

Suppose that the price of whole milk is p(x) = 100 - x and that of skir

qA) = 100 - y and assume that C(r, T) = xz * xy * x2 is the joint cost fi

the commodities. what should r and y be in order to maximize profit?

b) The number of units of a product that are manufactured by a company is

f (I,k) = gggl2/r ;614, where I is the units of labour and k is the units of cal

the marginal productivity of labour and the marginal productivity of capi

company is cunently utilizing 27 units of labour and 64 units of capital' Int

results.

?J

(ii)

(iii)

(ir)

r'



*is

manager of a in rupees is relatpd

of units of telev units of newspaper

y bythe function

. R (x,y) =Zoo(Zox +5y+ 6xy-xz).

tolevision advettising cost Rs. 3000 and each unit of newspaper advertising cost

the advertising brrdget is Rs. 30000, find the maximum revenue.

(20 Marla)

follmingr

+3),fffi av (b) []ar
(d) Ii,lWa a,*dx

ttbfrz

:.Ld. has approximated the marginal revenue function for one of its producr by

- 2x2. The marginal cost function is approximated by MC = 8L - L6x * x2.

um profrt.

@ supply function under perfect competition are P6 = !6 - x2 and

i+ 4 respctively. Find the market price, consumer's surplus and producer's

(20 Marks)

w
iL.


